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Abstract—The Future Internet envisions a ubiquitous world
where available services can be easily discovered and co-
ordinated so to fit users’ requirements and needs. Service
choreographies will play a central role in this vision as an
effective means to allow heterogeneous services to suitably col-
laborate. This paper describes our experience of choreography
development within the CHOReOS project.

I. INTRODUCTION

The near future in software production envisions an

ubiquitous world of available services that can be easily

discovered and coordinated to fit users’ needs. The Internet

of Services paradigm [7] emerges from the convergence of

the Future Internet (FI) and the service-oriented software

paradigm. Services play a central role in this vision as

effective means to achieve interoperability between hetero-

geneous parties of a business process and independence from

the underlying infrastructure. At the same time they offer

an open platform to build new value added service-based

systems as a choreography of available services discovered

within the FI.

Choreography is put forward as a generic abstraction

of any possible collaboration among multiple services, and

integrates previously established views on service composi-

tion, among which service orchestration. In principle, any

possible view on collaboration and previously established

view on composition among multiple services (e.g., service

orchestration) can be abstracted as a choreography. Three

often overlapping viewpoints and related terminologies can

be distinguished [3], [8]: (1) Choreography captures collab-

orative processes involving multiple services and their inter-

actions from a global perspective; (2) Behavioral interface
captures the behavior of a single service that participates

in the choreography (i.e., the signature and the interaction

protocol with the environment that the service supports);

and (3) Orchestration deals with the description of the

interactions in which a set of services can be engaged, as

well as the internal steps between these interactions.

In the FI, choreographies must be reliable and meet

users’ requirements. Additionally, they should be adaptive to

context changes concerning both user-centric and resource-

centric data, and quality of service (QoS). New method-
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ologies are needed to address the specification, adaptation,

synthesis, scalability, validation, simulation, dynamic exe-

cution, and re-configuration aspects of a choreography. The

whole choreography development process is affected by the

high dynamicity and evolution degree of a highly-scalable

choreography. Thus, certain phases of the development pro-

cess together with their proper artefacts, need to become

pervasive, accompanying the choreography implementation

at run-time.

This paper describes our experience in this direction and

presents our approach to choreography development within

the CHOReOS project (www.choreos.eu). The core objective

of CHOReOS is to leverage, as far as possible, relevant SOA

standards, while making choreography development a fully

dynamic, scalable, and domain-expert-centric process so as

to face the challenges posed by the Ultra Large Scale (ULS)

FI.

Towards the definition of the choreography dynamic de-

velopment process, CHOReOS focuses on the following

(macro-)activities: (i) a domain-expert requirements speci-

fication framework for adaptable QoS-aware highly-scalable

choreographies; (ii) methods and mechanisms for large scale

service base management; (iii) choreography synthesis; (iv)

service-oriented middleware for the FI to support choreogra-

phy execution; and (v) analysis of choreography scalability,

governance and V&V.

Although we provide an overview of the entire develop-

ment process model (Section III), in this work we focus on

the first and third activity only (Sections IV and V). Related

state of the art is discussed in Section II. Conclusions and

future work are given in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

An example of a dynamic development process model has

been proposed within the FP6 IST EU PLASTIC project

(www.ist-plastic.org/). The PLASTIC development process

relies on Model Driven Development (MDD) [17] solutions

to build adaptable context-aware service-oriented applica-

tions. The CHOReOS dynamic development process (and

its related tools), is inspired by the PLASTIC development

process model and will be based on the models@runtime

approach [4]. We will follow a conceptual-model-centric

strategy, as in PLASTIC, and we will exploit model transfor-

mation technologies in order to make models available, and

synchronized, at each phase of the process life-cycle from
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design- to run-time, as in the models@runtime approach.

Existing research on models@runtime mainly focuses on

models representing software structures and procedural rep-

resentations of them such as architectural models. As pointed

out in [4], the models@runtime vision should go further by

raising the level of run-time model abstraction to that of

requirements. For instance, a research challenge concerns

the development of methods and tools for observing the

systems requirements and goals during execution. To this

aim, the domain-expert specification framework proposed by

CHOReOS (see Section IV) represents a step forward.

In general, requirements engineering research has not

recognized the importance of open systems and service-

oriented computing, considering it to be downstream from

requirements activities, although some work has been un-

dertaken (e.g., [9]). However, most of this work has not

directly addressed recognized challenges in service-oriented

computing. Some of the most relevant work in service-

oriented computing has been in QoS ontologies and mea-

surement [16], however this work focuses more on service-

level qualities and SLA, but not the originating require-

ments and their expression. In [13], the authors propose a

general framework for automatic Web service composition.

Waldinger [18] elaborates an idea for service synthesis by

theorem proving. Most end-users, however, will lack the

education and/or training to be able to express requirements

using even semi-formal notations supported by UML or

first-order languages. Most functional requirements will be

expressed in, at best, structured natural language. Zachos

et al. [19], for example, present techniques to match semi-

structured natural language QoS requirements to service

qualities during service selection using ontologies.

Current approaches for synthesizing service choreogra-

phies, involve having a central unit responsible for selecting

and composing the system [5], [12], [15] (just to cite some).

The centralization is a clear drawback when considering the

expected Ultra Large Scale of the Future Internet. Dealing

with the synthesis phase of decentralized choreographers is

among the main objectives of the CHOReOS dynamic devel-

opment process. We define choreography patterns by consid-

ering as baseline our previous work described in [2], so that

the choreography may be distributed in a set of wrappers. We

will introduce model transformation techniques [11] to refine

the domain-expert choreography requirements specification

into a peer-style specification of the choreography. Thus,

the choreography synthesis process shall result in producing

the decentralized model of an abstract coordination delegate
that, accounting for service functional and non-functional

abstractions, enforces the composition of the discovered

services to adhere to the specified choreography.

III. CHOREOS DYNAMIC DEVELOPMENT MODEL

The evolutionary nature of choreographies in the Future

Internet makes unfeasible a standard development process

and all the artefacts and models might be exploited also

by the deployment- and run-time activities hence leading to

a dynamic development process model. Therefore, central

to the development process is the notion of models and

models@runtime techniques. The CHOReOS Development

Process Model, decomposes into:

• First, CHOReOS intends to support the systematic de-

velopment of choreographies from their design to their

actual enactment, i.e., execution. CHOReOS uses two

orthogonal model-transformation approaches: (i) top-

down and (ii) cross-cutting. The former will serve to re-

fine the natural language-based domain-expert require-

ments specification into analysis-technique-specific

models derived from a peer-style specification. The lat-

ter will serve to integrate the different modeling/reason-

ing technologies by passing from a technique-specific

model to a different technique-specific model.

• A distributed (large scale) service base will further

manage information about available services offered by

service providers. The service base organizes available

services into functional and non-functional views. Each

view is characterized by corresponding abstractions

(functional/non-functional) and a set of available ser-

vices that are represented by each abstraction.

• The approach envisioned for the choreography syn-

thesis then starts from (i) the peer-style specification

of the choreography and from (ii) the set of services

discovered from the large scale service base. Input

(i) is based on the functional and non-functional ab-

stractions, and it comes from the refinement of the

domain expert specification obtained by means of the

top-down transformational process. Input (ii) comes

from the exploitation of the service base management

mechanisms. That is, the synthesis process assumes

that the services into the registry/base have been dis-

covered so that they satisfy the local (to the service)

functional and non-functional requirements that have

been specified for the choreography and, hence, can

be considered as potential candidates to participate in

the global choreography process. The choreography

synthesis produces the abstract coordination delegates

that, on top of the CHOReOS middleware, support the

enactment of choreographies in a distributed way.

• Finally, the process accounts for complex analysis and

validation steps at run-time.

IV. REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

As neither the role of domain expert or service consumer

can assume requirements knowledge, a core challenge to

address is how quality requirements on future services can

be expressed as simply as possible. The most straightforward

form of expression of requirements from these two roles

is natural language. However, some degree of structure to

free-text expression is needed to capture the service quality
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needs of the stakeholders effectively. To do this we use qual-

ifiers [1], which transform the functional root of a require-

ment into a non-functional requirement (NFR). Rather than

asking stakeholders to express requirements using typical

NFR types our approach prompts them to express qualities

on the service through 5 simple questions: “How quick?”,

“How secure?”, “How precise?”, “How robust?”, and “How

simple to use?”. These questions were selected based on a

model of qualities and measures developed for the Cloud

Commons Consortium (www.cloudcommons.com) and re-

vised for the CHOReOS project. Figure 1 presents a simple

representation of the model, and shows how the qualifier

questions map onto service-based application qualities and

QoS on services aggregated in these applications. It would

not be realistic for domain experts and service consumers

to express requirements on qualities such as scalability,

flexibility and serviceability as these areas are the concern

of service developers and providers. However, through as-

sociations in the model these can be implied, for example,

high performance may require a particular level scalability

and flexibility of the services.

Figure 1. Simplified overview of the CHOReOS quality model

Our approach also uses the concept of customer satisfac-

tion from the VOLERE specification [14] to measure how

happy the user will be if the requirement is implemented and

how unhappy they will be if it is not. All user responses

on quality and satisfaction are prioritized relative to each

other using a sliding scale recorded notionally from 1

to 5. Prioritization of requirements is particularly useful

when considering scalability and the potentially hundreds

of requirements for domain experts to manage.

The specification process (see Figure 2) begins with

the service consumer who expresses requirements on their

service needs. The domain expert then receives consumer

requirements through the evolving requirements specifica-

tion and can also act as a surrogate for individual service

consumers by expressing their own domain specific require-

ments. The domain expert can constantly review the latest

requirements/queries to extract the overall requirements on

the services. Domain expert analysis helps to identify emerg-

ing patterns or similarities based on functionality, quality

and user type or preference. The resulting set of prioritized

Figure 2. Goal and requirements specification

quality-based requirements is then associated with choreog-

raphy strategies, which are expressed in the form of patterns.

The service choreography patterns encapsulate different

complex choreography decisions made in the presence of

user requirements, by linking codified domain knowledge

of user tasks to classes of service solutions. The user

requirements are matched to user task models that, in turn,

are used to reformulate service queries with terms describing

classes of services in the task model. Each pattern considers

the qualities of the services to be invoked, the qualities that

different choreographies offer and how, when combined,

these service and choreography qualities deliver service-

oriented applications with different qualities.

V. CHOREOGRAPHY SYNTHESIS

A choreography can be seen as a collaborative process

among interacting participants. The message exchange glob-

ally defined by the choreography has to be projected (in a

peer-style fashion) among different participants according

to the “local” roles they play to fulfill the global chore-

ography. Choreography synthesis concerns the realization

of distributed coordination delegates that, supported by the

CHOReOS middleware, cooperatively work to support the

enactment and execution of the choreography. By relying

on the CHOReOS service base management mechanisms,

Model-to-Model Transformation techniques [10] are used to

refine the Choreography Model together with the service

Behavioral Models into a Peer-style Specification (see Fig-

ure 3).

Service behavioral models are automatically synthesized

by the Synthesis of Behavior Protocol activity starting from

the descriptions of services that have been discovered within

the Service Base. The synthesis process is able to under-

stand how to actually coordinate the discovered services to

suitably realize the specified choreography. For instance, it

might be the case that the discovered services, although

potentially suitable in isolation, when interacting together

can lead to, e.g., concurrency and interaction mismatches

such as deadlocks, or safety and timeliness violations. Thus,

although a given set of services, if coordinated in the right

way, can be used to achieve the specified choreography,

they can completely miss the choreography’s goal if coordi-

nated in a different way. Further applying Model-to-Model
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Figure 3. Choreography synthesis

Transformation, the synthesis method will produce abstract

coordination delegate models. Such models, accounting for

service functional and non-functional abstractions, force the

collaboration of the discovered services to guarantee the

specified choreography. To actually realize the choreography,

the abstract coordination delegate models are then con-

cretized into actual software artifacts by means of Model-to-
Code Transformations. The generated coordination delegates

are deployed on the CHOReOS choreography engine and, by

means of the CHOReOS service-oriented middleware, they

suitably access and coordinate the discovered services.

In the CHOReOS deliverable D3.1 [6], we discuss an ex-

ample concerning the development of a choreography-based

travel agency system that can be realized by choreographing

four services: a Booking Agency service, two Flight
Booking services, and a Hotel Booking service. The

example shows how coordination delegates correctly and

distributively interact, at run-time, with each other, hence

ensuring the behavior globally specified by the Choreogra-
phy Model. For space reasons, it is not possible to describe

this example here and, hence, for it we entirely refer to [6].

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have briefly described our initial expe-

rience of choreography development within the CHOReOS

project (www.choreos.eu). The core objective of CHOReOS

is to leverage relevant SOA standards, while making chore-

ography development a fully dynamic, scalable, and domain-

expert-centric process so as to face the challenges posed

by the FI. After providing an overview of the entire devel-

opment process model, we have focused on requirements

specification and choreography synthesis.

As future work we plan to instantiate the process model

and apply it to the case studies we have promised to target

in CHOReOS.
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